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Data Sheets and TPRAs

◦Common Errors:
◦#1. Abbreviations

◦ To Be Honest, even everyday abbreviations can sometimes 
result in uncertainty of meaning.
◦ Keep in mind, someone will be reviewing these documents 

who has no history of working in ABA. 
◦Anything that is not clear to documentation reviewers can 

result in: 





Data Sheets and TPRAs

◦Claims voided by insurance companies can result in 
families being responsible for the cost of thousands, or 
tens of thousands, or hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
medical costs, depending upon how long the client has 
been receiving services.
◦ Insurance companies can look back at data sheets for 
years, so your use of abbreviations can be devastating 
to the families we serve. Do not do this.





Data Sheets and TPRAs

◦Who gets in trouble if Fraud is suspected?
◦You do, not just Touchstone as a company, but you as 
an individual. 
◦ If an investigation occurs, even if you escape without 
any legal penalties, it will cost a substantial amount of 
money to secure the proper legal representation to 
defend you.



Data Sheets and TPRAs

◦ This doesn’t mean that you should live in fear, just write 
out full words, including Your Name and Client Names. 
Never ever ever ever ever Use initials, not even 
something like A. Tuminello.
◦ This goes not just for Data Sheets, but also for TPRAs and 
any other documentation produced both in session or 
out of session.



Data Sheets and TPRAs
◦ Exceptions: 
◦ Things you’d find in an intro ABA text book.
◦ No, this doesn’t include an assessment manual
◦ So, schedules of reinforcement are fine (FR1, VR3s, etc.) and 

commonly accepted acronyms such as “MEI” are fine.
◦ Remember, reviewers may not be very familiar with ABA and may 

not know what “IV” “FO2” 
◦ However, with this being said PLEASE never abbreviate the name 

of a program – even if you believe it is a common abbreviation

◦ If you have a key on the page itself – not on another page. If you 
can tell people what your abbreviations mean, and they do not 
have to turn a page to reference a key, then you are going to be 
OK.







Data Sheets and TPRAs
◦Common Errors:
◦ #2. Using ELCAR alphanumeric codes INSTEAD of plain text 
program names.
◦ There is almost a 0% chance a reviewer for insurance or 
Medicaid knows what “XB10” means, or “VA2” means.
◦ This could be interpreted as deceptive record keeping as 
the use of the ELCAR and it’s alphanumeric codes are not 
industry standard, much less something that is easily 
understood by an ABA novice.





Data Sheets and TPRAs
◦Please just write out a program name, without 
abbreviations:
◦ “Tacts Community Helpers” – Not Tact Com Help” 
◦A reviewer may think this means “Tact Communication 
Helpers” or something else inaccurate

◦ “Personal Information Interaverbals” – Not “PI IV” 
◦ “Mirror Protocol” – Not “Mirror Pro”
◦Etc etc etc etc etc



The example to the left is A-OK 
because although the 
alphanumeric codes, the plain text 
program names are written 
immediately next to the 
alphanumeric codes, and also the 
technician was diligent about 
putting tactics underneath!

Speaking of….



Data Sheets

◦Common Errors:
◦#3. Missing Tactics



Data Sheets

◦Missing Tactics
Example:



Data Sheets

◦ Including Tactics (and 
plain text of programs)

Example:



Data Sheets

◦Most common issue: “I don’t know what tactic to write 
down”
◦ First, What are some tactics we might use?
◦ Second, where do I find them?



What Tactics Might We Use? - SG



Tactics – Where do I find them?

◦Program Sheets – Your tactic will be written into the 
current STO, either in your antecedent behavior or as 
part of the correction procedure.
◦On previous data sheets – written into the tactics 
section
◦ Talking to the Behavior Analysts at your site. The client’s 
primary LBA/SCaBA is best, but any LBA/SCaBA can 
assist.



Data Sheets

◦Common Errors:
◦#4. Missing top section information



Data Sheets

◦What should be here?

◦ Time client is present for services to begin and end time 
for the entire day of services.

8:11 2:58



Data Sheets

◦What should be here?

◦Any time client is out of 1-on-1 ABA services for any reason, 
including:
◦Moving to group ABA therapy (no 1-on-1 tech)
◦Client has lunch/recess, but no tech during lunch/recess time
◦Client taken out for other therapy (OT, PT, ST, etc.)
◦Client leaves, but comes back (dental appointment, etc.)



Data Sheets

12:00 – 12:30  AND  1:15 – 1:35  AND 2:00-2:45 

◦PUT THIS ON EVERY SINGLE PAGE OF THE DATA SHEET, both 
fronts and backs of every data sheet; not just the first page. If this information is 
missing from any page, the claim can be voided.



Data Sheets
◦What should be here?

◦ You must write and sign your entire first name and entire last 
name. “Al Tuminello & Al Tuminello” are what is needed, not 
“A. Tuminello & A. Tuminello.” 
◦ The abbreviated first name is not acceptable, nor would an 
abbreviated last name
◦Once again, this must be completed on the front and back 
of every data sheet!!



Data Sheets
◦What should be here?

◦ Record your R-#, as well as the service location!
◦ Be careful, some service locations can change. For example, 

when a school closes, but we still provide services in that setting 
during the break – the service location changes from “school” 
(while school is in session) to “clinic” (while we are working, but 
the school is closed.
◦Once again, this must be completed on the front and back of 

every data sheet!!



Data Sheets
◦What should be here?

◦Always circle whether services occurred in a 1-on-1 
(individual ABA) or Group ABA setting. This is compared 
to billing in audits, so the info MUST be there.



Data Sheets
◦What should be here?

◦Always circle whether services occurred in a 1-on-1 
(individual ABA) or Group ABA setting. This is compared 
to billing in audits, so the info MUST be there.





Data Sheets and TPRAs - Corrections



Data Sheets and TPRAs - Corrections
◦Never, ever scratch out – original information MUST be 
visible, or it can lead to accusations of deception/fraud
◦One single line cross out, new information written next to 
the old one, along with the date of correction and your 
initials.
◦Also, if it isn’t immediately obvious to someone who 
doesn’t work at Touchstone, then add a very short 
explanation as to why the correction had to be made.





Quick Insurance Round Up
◦ Cigna is turning into Evernorth, but consider to send in prior auth 

requests to ABA@Cigna.com for now. No alternative submission 
location has been given yet.

◦ Insurers are now placing a close eye on how long ago Diagnostic 
Assessments (CDEs) occurred, if you have a client with a CDE older 
than 2 years old, please contact Angie Lanoux, so we can get 
referrals for updated testing for these clients.

◦ New Directions: https://webpass.ndbh.com
◦ BCBS of Texas/Oklahoma is, generally, having very slow turn around, 

please submit auths for these insurances as much as 30 days ahead 
of end date.
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Contact Me:
◦ Please don’t contact me
◦ Just kidding

atuminello@tc-aba.com


